EARLY YEARS FUNDING PROVIDER PORTAL USER GUIDE
SECTION 1 – HOMEPAGE NAVIGATION
Clicking on your provider name in the
top right corner brings up a menu
where you can change your own
password or secret question and sign
out securely.
Clicking on the ‘Useful Information’
link at the bottom of your screen will
bring up a page with links to the
Council website where lots of
additional information can be found
including copies of forms, important
dates, etc.

Clicking on the ‘Contact Us’ link at the
bottom of your screen will bring up a
page of contact details in the event of
queries about the Portal or Data entry.
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SECTION 2 – DASHBOARD
The Announcements page will be
visible after every login, please read
these carefully as important
information will be displayed here.
Click ‘Continue’ to proceed to the
Homepage.
On the homepage, tiles will be
visible of the tasks you are able to
undertake.
Schools will not have the Two Year
Old panel

The green panel will allow you to
change user settings
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SECTION 3 – 30 HOURS CHECKS
Below is the guidance which will help you to carry out the following tasks:
 Running checks for parent / carer’s eligibility to claim 30 hours
 Reviewing checks that you have already completed
 Managing ongoing eligibility via the Expiration Dashboard
After logging into the portal and clicking ‘continue’ (after the Announcement if one is present) you will be
directed to the page below:

Note – If the icon has any Amber or Red numbers the system is
notifying you that some children are coming to the end of their
Eligibility and/or Grace period. This should be checked via your
Expiration Dashboard.
Click on the 30 Hours Childcare icon.

Running a New Eligibility Check

Click on the Run a New Check button.
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You can now do the following:
1. Check to see if the child is already on your headcount by searching in the blue box:

2. If they are, click on the child and this will automatically populate the checker below.

3. Fill in any details that are missing, such as Parent/Carer’s National Insurance (NI) Number
and/or Eligibility Code.
4. Click Run Check.

A successful result will include the dates that the child is eligible from and to.
Please check the dates carefully. Just because the box is in green, doesn’t necessarily mean the child
is eligible for the current term. Please see guidelines below:
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Validity Start Date falls between
1st April to 31st August (inclusive)
1st September to 31st December (inclusive)
1st January to 31st March (inclusive)

Will be eligible for the extended
entitlement from:
The start of the Autumn term following the
validity start date
The start of the Spring term following the
validity start date
The start of the Summer term following the
validity start date

If the result is unsuccessful:

Please check the following:




The Child’s Date of Birth
The National Insurance Number used – it is recommended to use the NI number of the
Parent/Carer who applied via HMRC
The Eligibility Code

If the code has only just been issued, it can take up to 10 working days for the code to be recognised
in the checker. If this is the case, the above result may be returned.
5. If you are unable to find the child using the search above, then you can populate the checker
manually by typing in all of the required details.

Note - You should only do this if you are unable to find the child first though.

Reviewing Previous Checks
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From the 30 Hour Childcare Homepage, click on the Review Previous Checks icon.

You can search (by Name, Date, NI, Eligibility code, or Check Status) this screen for any checks you
have previously completed.
Existing child checks are those for the children on your headcount. Ad-hoc checks are those that
weren’t.

Expiration Dashboard

From the 30 Hour Childcare Homepage, click on the Expiration Dashboard icon.
The Expiration Dashboard is used to alert providers about children who are nearing their eligibility
end date and whose parents have not reconfirmed. The provider can then remind parents to recheck
their eligibility.
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The number displayed in RED indicates those children whose eligibility has already expired and are
now in a Grace Period.
The number displayed in AMBER is the number of children with eligibility codes due to expire within
the next 28 days.
These numbers are also displayed on the 30 Hours Free Childcare tile on the Provider Portal home
page as shown in the above graphic.
Note - Providers are encouraged to monitor this dashboard regularly (recommend monthly) as it will
provide valuable information about their children’s eligibility for extended hours.

The filters at the top of the screen can be adjusted to limit or broaden the view of eligible children.
NOTE: The filters set on this page do not affect the numbers displayed on the Expiration Dashboard
button or the 30 Hours Free Childcare tile.
All codes require Further Action by Default – i.e. the code will need to be reconfirmed at some point
in the future.
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However, if a parent is no longer eligible, and you wish to remove them from your dashboard by
default, click Update, remove the tick, and enter a note as to why it is being removed.
Click Save to save the note.

Notes:



These notes are for your use only.
The Notes Icon will indicate where you have previously added notes



Providers must be mindful of the information they store as they could be subject to
Freedom of Information Requests.
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SECTION 4 – PLACEMENT NOTIFICATION FOR A FUNDED TWO YEAR
OLD
A placement notification MUST be carried out for every funded two year old. A TWO YEAR OLD SHOULD
NEVER HAVE TO BE ADDED TO THE HEADCOUNT. IF A PLACEMENT NOTIFICATION HAS BEEN DONE
CORRECTLY FIRST THEY WILL AUTOMATICALLY APPEAR.
A Placement Notification can be completed at any time, it doesn’t have to be while a task is open.

Firstly, click on the Two Year Old Funding icon
on the dashboard and then select – start
Placement Notification.
Then complete with the information requested.

Click continue, this will then show
the application summary and ask
you to confirm that this is the
correct child.
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Then work through the screens as prompted.

Either confirm that the Address
correct
orNo,
select
Ifisyou
select
It is wrong.
You can enter and
a new
populate the
address.
relevant address.

Select the Provider from the dropdown and the Service that the Child will be attending then select
.
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Troubleshooting
Placement notifications need to be completed with the exact same information as was completed on
the application.
If the surname or DOB of the child are different to the application, then the error message below will
show.
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If the reference number isn’t as the application, then the message below will show.

If anything else differs, the placement notification has to be approved by the council. An example is
shown below. This is also the case if you do a placement notification straight after doing an assisted
application.
The placement notification has been completed using James-John as the forename rather than just
James that was used on the application. The placement declaration shows that the application was
just James so the council has to process your request.
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SECTION 5 – COMPLETING YOUR HEADCOUNT
Below is the guidance which will help you to carry out the following tasks:



Adding a child to your headcount
Claim your early education funding for 2, 3 and 4 year olds, both universal and extended
hours

1. Click on the headcount icon.

This will open up the headcount
screen. Here you will see your tasks
and your messages

Each task has a due date shown in its box. The colour and information on this will change to show the
current status; examples above.
When you have a new Task or Message, a little red circle with a number in it will tell you how many
Tasks or Messages you have unread.
2. Open the task by double clicking on it.




The forecast task will have details of all the children that were funded at your setting
the previous term and be pre-populated with those hours. (except the Autumn
forecast where the funded hours will be blank)
The actual task will have the details of all the children you added and entered hours
for at the forecast task.
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Schools – the task should have any previous nursery children you have claimed
funding for and are still of eligible age and new children you have entered through
SIMS (this will dynamically update as more are added)

The Funding column displays a coloured letter or symbol as shown in the following table

Adding a child
To add your children to this Headcount Task, click ‘Add Child’.
Enter the child’s name. Click Next.

If an Ad Hoc check has been done on this child it will show as below and you will be asked to select them
and add/amend details.

If they are not found, complete the information requested. Fields marked * are mandatory.
Enter child’s middle name if they have
one.
Choose the child’s Gender and enter
their Date of Birth - The format for their
Date of Birth must be dd/mm/yyyy.
Complete the Ethnicity and First
Language of the child.
Note: If you do not know the ethnicity
and first language of the child, ALWAYS
type in ‘NOT’.
Do not enter anything in to the
eligibility code section if it is not
15
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Complete the SEND status (this is not
mandatory).
Pleases use K – SEN Support or N – No
Special Provision only. EHC cannot be
collected this way, and other codes
are no longer valid.
Enter the postcode of the address and
click ‘Find Address’.
If you do not know the postcode click here above the
postcode box. This will take you to the Royal Mail
website to find it.

If the correct address is returned select
it in the list.
If no suitable addresses are returned
you can click ‘enter address manually’
and type the new address in.
Then click ‘next’. Once the address is
inputted, click ‘save.

If you add a child that is three or four years of age you will be
prompted to add the child’s carer details

Select ‘Decline to provide’ if you DO
NOT have the details of the
parent/carer of the child and they
DO NOT wish to apply for EYPP.
When selected, click ‘Save’.
Select ‘Yes’ if you do have the details
of the parent/carer and they wish to
apply for EYPP.
Complete details as prompted.
Address the same as child can be
ticked yes as the person should have
only provided their details if they
live at the same address.
When completed, click ‘Save’.
If you have both carers details, click
add another carer and follow the
same process.
Parental responsibility (PR) can be
ticked as only the person with PR
should have provided details.
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Parent’s details can be entered at any time by clicking change child details button.

You may need to do this because their circumstances have changed. It is in your best interests to
enter this data as it will ensure the P shows for all eligible children.
IF YOU HAVE CLICKED DECLINE TO PROVIDE AND THEN THE NEW PAF SENT IN HAS THE
INFORMATION ON AND IT HASN’T BEEN ENTERED IN THE PORTAL YOU WILL BE FINED

When adding children, if the system
finds another child with the same
name, you have the option to edit
the child found or ‘Add a new child’;
this prevents duplication.

You can edit all the information you
just entered by clicking on the blue
button, ‘Change Child Details’.
You can then select which
information you wish you alter by
clicking on the different tabs.
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Edit Headcount
The task will be pre-populated with the
hours that were claimed in the
previous task (except the first task due
for the Autumn term). The text will be
in green.
To add the hours against the children
you have added click ‘Edit Headcount’.
Complete the hours in each field
starting with Average Hours Attended,
when you click into the next number
field the rest will be pre-populated.
This allows you to leave them if they
are correct or alter them if needed.
Please check that the hours are in the
correct column – Universal or
Extended.
Text changed or added will be in blue.
Ensure the correct number of weeks
are claimed based on the child’s
start/leaving date.

If the child will be stretching their
funding you need to select ‘Stretched
Offer’ and enter the hours determined
using the stretch formula:
No of hours attending per week x 38
No of weeks setting open
When you have completed the fields,
click ‘Save’.
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You can search for a child you have added by typing in
their forename or surname, alternatively you can use
the arrows next to each heading to order the children by
that heading.
Click ‘Save’ once you have made changes.

Claiming the extended hours

Providers will only be able to claim Extended Hours for those children they have done successful
Eligibility Checks for; identified by the EH in the Funding Column.

If you hover the cursor over the EH, a pop up shows more details about the child’s eligibility.
You can only claim for children with a valid EH in their funding column (i.e. children you have
successfully completed an eligibility check for).

You must check the details of your claim to ensure that you are claiming for Universal and/or
Extended Hours correctly for each child.
Parents identify on their Parent Agreement Form which hours are universal and extended.
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If you have done an ad hoc check for a child that is on your headcount, the EH may not show in the
table. To get this to match up you need to:
Click on the blue change child details icon.

This will open the child’s record. Scroll to the eligibility code section and it will say ‘click if the child’s
eligibility code is ………….’ If this is correct, click on this.

This is then populated into the eligibility box as shown below:
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This will then show EH on the table and enable the extended hours to be completed.

Funded Two Year Olds
If you have successfully completed a placement notification then the child will show on the
headcount grid with a

next to their name.

If you have added them, without doing a placement notification they will have a
next to
their name. DO NOT RETROSPECTIVELY COMPLETE A PLACEMENT NOTIFICATION. Just submit your
task and the system will recognise they are a funded two year old (if of course they are!) and will the
change the

to a
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Early Years Pupil Premium (EYPP)
If a child is eligible for EYPP they will have a
next to their name. Once a child is eligible for
EYPP they remain eligible until they start reception.

Missing Data

If there is data missing it will show you on the headcount screen with a
next to their name.
This can either be the parent/carers information if they are 3 or 4 years old, or any of the mandatory
fields in the child record, because the child has been added outside of the portal.
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Submission

When you have added your children to the
task, click ‘Submit’ at the top of the page.

Please read the declaration.

Click ‘Confirm’ and ‘Yes’ confirmation screen.

If your task has been successfully submitted,
the green tick box will appear.
You can only submit once you have entered all the information for every child.

If any children still have

next to their name you WILL NOT be able to submit your task.

Note: You can continue to add and edit children up until the deadline date, but you must
resubmit the information each time you alter it.
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SECTION 6 – PAYMENT BREAKDOWN
After each actual task, you will receive a report detailing the amount you have been paid for the
whole term and it will identify the children with EYPP and DAF. You will receive a message when the
report is available.
Click on headcount and choose Payment History:

The most recent report will be at the top. Click on view report to show the report.

Created June 2014
Reviewed October 2014
Reviewed April 2015
Reviewed June 2016
Reviewed April 2019
Reviewed September 2019
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